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Description 2023 Northwood Nash 25DS, Northwood Nash travel trailer 25DS highlights:
Private Front Bedroom Walk-Through Bath Dual Entry Cathedral Arched Ceiling
Jackknife sofa ? You will enjoy camping in any season with this Nash travel
trailer that features a single slide for added interior space. A cathedral ceiling will
make it feel even larger when spending time inside.? The jackknife sofa adds
extra sleeping for family members and/or friends, plus the dinette in the slide can
easily convert to a 40" x 74" sleeping area for two children or an adult.? The
private front entry into the front bedroom makes it easy to access the full bath
when needed from outside, and you will have all of the amenities you need to
enjoy any camping trip no matter what time of year as the Nash features four
seasons insulation which will keep you cool in the summer and warm in the
colder temperatures. ? Every one of these Northwood Nash travel trailers are built
off-road tough! From the Northwood custom built chassis that has been
independently tested and certified to the bonded roof truss system , the easy lube
axles, and shock absorbers. The one piece laminate fiberglass walls, the
structural joints reinforced with steel Hurricane plates, and the 5/8" T & G
plywood decking ensures these units will hold up through any adventure. The
interiors are also built sturdy with the dual rack and pinion ram slide room, the
ultimate durability floor structure with commercial grade linoleum with a 20 mil
surface, and the custom built cabinetry with a face frame construction that is
mounted to the wall and ceiling. There is also a long list of standard features to
make your next camping adventure a great one! ? ? ?
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21087427
VIN Number: 35294-21087427
Condition: New
Length: 22
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Johnstown, Colorado, United States
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